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Texas-sizro task

Squeaky clean
Get a car wash while on
campus by a UCF alum

Knights will try to pull off upset of
No. 2 Texas on Saturday-sEESPORTS,A6

-SEE NEWS,A2

Campus projects on schedule
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

On Thursday:

H1N1 vaccinesavailable
by Cassie Turner
The UCF Health Center has a
limited numberofH1N1 flu
vaccines available for students.

SGA Senate live blog
by Ashfey Camifax
The Alcohol Emergency Policy,
along With other legislation, is
up for final vote Thursday night.

UCF's landscape has
been dominated by heaps
of dirt, pounds of concrete
and mechanical machinery this semester as it
builds to cope with the
53,537 students it enrolls.
The largest additions to
the campus come in the

form of a 40,000 square
foot Recreation and Wellness Center expansion
and the nearly 225,000
square foot performing
arts complex, both of
which are currently on
time and within their
respective budgets.
"There is so much in
the construction process
that can throw it off; the

Willyouusethe
•

expanded gym?
www.UCFNews.com

weather, a supply shortage, permit issues, but at
this point everything is
good," said James Wilkening, director of the Recreation and Wellness Center.
PLEASE SEE

PHASE ON AS
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The Recreation and Wellness Center expansion, which will expands the facility
to 120,000 sq. feet, is scheduled to be completed by Nov. 30, 2010.

Arena
shop closes
because of .
! mandate

On Friday:

Club flies high in
statewide competitions

<)

'(

by Camille Thomas
UCF's Knight Kiteboarding club
helps students get closer to
their dream careers.

On Saturday:

Rugby team eagerfor
stuaents'support
by Jessica Martin
Despite being successful in its
competitions, the UCF Men's
Rugby Club is disappointed by
their lack ofa fan base.
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Football quarter recaps

Downtown Orlandos CityArts Factory brings alittle bit ofeverything to
Orlando: paintings, sculptures, furniture, improv comedy, performing
arts, wine, beer ... What more could
youaskfor?
-SEE VARIETY, A10

Boba Tease calls it quits
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

Due to the new UCF Arena mandate
that prevents patrons from talcing food
from arena vendors to their seats, the
BobaTease

by Ryan Bass
Find out how the Knights
managed against the No. 2
Texas Longhorns in Austin.

Asian

Fusion
restaurant
closed
Sunday,
Nov.
I,
according
to
the
restaurant's Web
site.
The
restaurant
was struggling
CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
financially Gary lee, owner of Boba Tease,shows
before the a milk tea with tapioca boba beads.
mandate
due to its location, which saw little foot
traffic from students because they either
didn't know of its existence or found it
too far from the main campus to go to,
said Michael Chisum, a sophomore
micro & molecular biology major and
former Baba Tease employee. The business relied on arena events as a way to
increase sales.
The new mandate significantly damaged the business, making it no longer
viable, according to the Baba Tease Web
site. The new mandate is a result of conflicting arena vendor contracts.
The upstairs vendors had contracts
that said they had exclusive rights to sell

m

Breaking
news on
yourcell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

J

GET ABURGER AND
HELP OUT CHILDREN
GET SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Help put school supplies in the
hands of children who otherwise
wouldn't have them at a
fundraiser for AGift For Teaching,
at Five Guys Burger & Fries, today
from 5 p.m. until 9 p.m.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

MAN CHARGED WITH
SHOOTING OF JAGS
PLAYERTAKESSTAND
The man charged with shooting a
Jacksonville Jaguars offensive
lineman has taken the stand in his
own defense and denied being
involved in the incident. Tyrone
Hartsfield faces attempted murder.

SITTER OF MISSING
BABY SENT LITTER TO
GOV. CHARLIE CRIST

I

•'

The babysitter ofa missing infant
sent a letter to Gov. Charlie Crist
months before she disappeared
asking Florida Department of
Children and Familiesto save the
child from her addict parents.
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1be tem"rature is rising at C.afe 118°

Column: Best week ever

The Winter Pai'k~an
cafe takes a unique
approach to raw food.
Read our review of Cafe
11S°'s distinctive cuisine.

Homecoming 2010 is just days away,
and Jen Glantz gives a quick preview of
all the events UCF has to offer, including
Daniel Tosh, Spirit Splash, Asher Roth,
and the one and only T-Pain.

PLEASE SEE

Student went to funeral,
put on academic probation
RENITA FRETT
Contributing Writer

If Nick
Szepelak
doesn't get his grade point
average up, he will be dismissed from UCF.
Szepelak, a senior
majoring in micro &
molecular biology, is currently on academic probation.
In the spring semester
his mother died from
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou
Gehrig's disease.
He was emailed in two
classes, organic chemistry
and microbiology, for the
2009 Summer C term.
During that semester
he attended all his classes

and did not go home.
Because his mother
wished to be buried in
Chicago, with his grandparents and his sister, it
took some time for his
father to plan the funeral
and make arrangements.
The funeral was July 1.
CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"My father decided on Nick Szepelak tried to withdraw
a date that would best fit from his classes after his mom died.
the rest of my family's
schedule and didn't know passed.
my schedule," Szepelak
He couldn't withdraw
said.
from his Summer C classSzepelak decided to es, however, because the
leave school for a week to deadline had passed. He
be with his family and said he let his professors
attend his mother's funer- know that he was leaving
al. He was able to drop his . and they instructed him
class for the Summer B to try and keep up
term because the withPLEASESEE STUDENT ON A4
drawal deadline had not

RESTRICTIONS ON A3

WUCF encourages
student involvement
KATIE KUSTURA
Staff Writer

As WUCF 89.9 FM prepares to celebrate its 30th
anniversary, the HD-2
channel is still the only
place UCF student voices
can be heard via HD
Radio.
While there has been
dissatisfaction amongst
students in regard to
WUCF's main channel
and its lack of studenthosted shows over the
years, station manager
Kayonne Riley wants to
assure students that it's
nothing personal.
Riley said the main
channel doesn't currently
have any student shows

KATIE DEES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

WUCF is a 30-year-old listenersupported radio station at UCF.
because there isn't a lot of
turnover as far as the programs go. If students want
proof of that point, they
should tune in to the main
channel on Saturdays
from IO a.m. to 2 p.m.
where they can listen to
PLEASE SEE

RADIO ON A4
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CAMPUS
News and noticesfor
the UCF community

Aburger and school supplies
Help put school supplies
in the hands ofchildren who
othe:rwise wouldn't be able
to afford them. There will be
a fund.raiser at 5 Guys Burger & Fries to collect school
supplies and donations.
The event will be today
from 5 p.m. until 9 p.m.
Call 352-232-7007 for
more information

The Cenrrol Florido liJtwe ~ the independen~ studentwnnen newspaper at the Unive,sity of Central Aonda.
Opinions in the Furure are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those ofthe editorial staff
or the Univ~ty administration. All content~ property
of the Cenrml Florida Future and may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without pennission from the publisher.
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Man charged with shooting
of Jaguars player takes stand
JACKSONVIILE- The
man charged with shooting
a Jacksonville Jaguars offensive lineman has taken the
stand in his own defense
and denied being involved
in the incident
Tyrone Hartsfield faces
attempted murder and
weapons charges in the
2008 attack. He cried during
his testimony Wednesday
for no apparent reason

Sitter of missing bah~ sent
letter to Gov. C~arlie Crist
CHIPLEY - The baby
sitter of a missing infant sent
a letter to Gov. Charlie Crist
months before she disappeared asking him to save
the child from her drugabusing parents.
The Florida Department
of Children and Families
says it investigated 7-monthold Shannon Dedrick's
mother and father after the
August complaint, and
workers have had "a lot of
involvement" with the family.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Fredrick McClain, a Wash LLC employee, washes a car in Parking Lot C, behind the Engineering buildings on campus.

Sports Editors

Q

Alumnus starts car-washing service that comes to you
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI

their way. On the UCF campus, a
majority of students don't get it
washed. It's the faculty that is more
Torek Thompkins, a UCF alum- supportive."
nus, can wash an entire car with a
Since Wash comes to the car, it
single cup of water and something isn't necessary for students to be
he calls "the green phantom." This present while their cars are being
isn't a magic trick, it's a business.
washed. Students can call and
''My car came out so nice," said inform the business of the location
UCF alumna Annie Lolagne. "I of their car and the time they will Washll!,acompanyaeatedbyUCFalumnusTorek
don't even know how they do it be returning to it. Wash will have Thompkins,isanoncampuscar-washingservice.
with just a bucket. It's really the car washed before the student
impressive. One bucket for the car returns to pick it up.
with the idea of servicing universiand one for the wheels, and it
"Cars sit a majority of the time. ty vehicles and mentioned serviccomes out so shiny. It looks really Why waste your precious time in a ing student cars as well while
nice."
car wash when we could just come working out the contract. UCF
The reputation of Thompkins' wash it for you?'' Thompkins said.
agreed.
eco-friendly car wash is built
"Due to tight water regulations,
Each car wash takes from eight
around its mysterious green clean- to 20 minutes and costs $10. If stu- we were looking for a good car
ing solution and its mobility.
dents call to have their car washed wash service for students that used
"We use less water to wash a car while they're off campus, they need less water," said Curt Sawyer, directhan people do to brush their teeth to have a credit card ready. 0thtor of UCF business services. 'We
if they leave the water running," erwise, they have to visit one
wanted a waterless car wash
of the business' two on-cam,,_-.__
service system to fulfill
Thompkins said.
His company, Wash LLC, is a pus locations and pay
~@ regulations and provide
car-washing service that comes to ahead.
service we wanted. We
the client. It will wash a student's
Wash's mobility comes
searched on the Internet
car anywhere on campus, from its bucket. So little
.
and couldn't find what
whether the car is in the middle of water is used to wash a @
01 we wanted in Orlando.
garage H or outside of a dorm. car and clean its wheels,
Couldn't find anyone
The location doesn't make a dif- hoses and giant amounts of ~
who offered it. Then Torek
ference to this car wash. The foam are not required. All
[Thompkins] reached out to us
company calls itself the "park, that's needed is a bucket, a with his car washing system. And
lock and go service."
microfiber cloth and a biodegrad- that was it, that's what we've been
"More people take advantage of able cleaning solution
looking for."
us going to their car," said Wayne
Thompkins began his car wash"There is an element in the soluWelds, a Wash employee. "Usually tion that pulls at dirt and leaves it in ing business after working at Marthey are walking to class and just the bucket, not on the car. It also riott hotels as a valet through colstop by to tell us where it is and bonds to the car's clear coat, leav- lege, where people would often ask
then contin- ing it really glossy," Thompkins if the valets could wash their cars.
ue on said.
"I always wanted to own my
Wash will often choose a stu- own business," Thompkins said. "I
dent's car at random and wash it just didn't know what in. After
~ for free to help get the compagraduation, it was hard to find a job
~ ny's name out and expose stuin this economy, and I had to do
dents who haven't heard of the something."
Wash LLC serves several other
business to its style of washing.
The first washes began in Sep- local areas, such as Waterford
tember. The company services 15 Lakes. The on-campus locations
cars on average each day from 7:30 include the parking lot next to Mila.m. to 2 p.m. or until the parking lican Hall and in the teacher and
lots are full, Thompkins said.
staff lot, Cl, behind the Health &
Thompkins approached UCF Public Affairs building.
Staff Writer

BREEDERS' CUP RACES
•
•
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News.CFF@gmail.com

In the Nov. 2 issue ofthe
Central Florida Future, in
the article titled "Greeks
duke it out in dodgeball
tournament," the name of
the name of the fraternity
that won was Delta Tau
Delta.
Also, in the same issue, in
the article titled "Study
shows drug abuse," Adderall is mispelled.

•
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Justine Griffin and
Jennifer Ross x213

Learn how to stop suicide

Keep with local headlines·
· you may have missed

~

November 5, 2009
Vol 41, Issue 86 • 14 Pages

Violence occurs in intimate relationships much
more often than people
assume. Dispute Resolution
Services is opsting an event
today fromll a.m. until noon
in the Recreation and Wellness Center.
The presentation will
focus on four types of violence, myths about intimate
violence and a general
model of violence.
Call 407-823-3477 for
more information

LOCAL
&STATE

l

The Student Newspaper at IKF since 1968

Put an end to the violence

Suicide is the second
leading cause of death
among college and university students.
There will be a sesson of
Question, Persuade, Refer,
an anti-suicide practice, Friday in Classroom Building
Room 207 from 11 a.m. until
12:30 p.m.
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LOCAL WEATHER

Stands For Opportunity•

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Ten percent chance of rain.

PARTLY
CLOUDY

North winds at 14 mph.

High:79°
Low:57°

Tonight: Partly cloudy into the
evening. Winds from the north at
12 mph.

s

Friday

High:77°

FEW SHOWERS

Low:60°

Thursday

High:78°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:63°

J
One free copy of the Centro/ Flofida Future permitted
per issue. If available, additlonal copies may be
purchased from our office with prior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may
be subject to civil and criminal prosecution
and/or University discipline.
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~ Teen Earth gives back
AMY SIMPSON
Contributing Writer

towards," Schamber said "It
was a really good moment."

Schamber's love for comBetween talcing classes, peting in pageants began
making time for friends and -when she wanted to be a
winning the Teen Earth model at 14 but instead
United States pageant, Jolie applied for the Florida Teen
Schamber has had a very USA pageant.
busy year.
"It's really competitive,
Schamber, a sophomore and it's kind of a small world
political science and legal ofpageants," Schamber said
studies major, competed and ''It's almost like a sport. I'm
won the Teen Earth U.S. competing against other
pageant on July 22.
girls and against myselfeach
. e."
''I finally reached my tim
goal ·rt was kind of the one
Most pageants .raise
thing I was really working awareness for a cause. The

Earth pageants support the
preservation of the environment. Aside from the usual
swimsuit and gown contest,
the Earth pageants include
other specialized events and
qualifications, such as a ceremonial tree planting, long
interviews and a speech
about the environment.
''I never had to give a formal presentation before at a
pageant, so it was a whole
new level of competition for
me," Schamber said ''There
were hidden judges. You
could meet someone in the

Rocking beneath the stars

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Matt Lavoie, senior computer science major, Don Marks, senior animation major, and Ryan Whittingham, sophomore
political science major, jam into the night and practice songs on top of Garage Bon Monday evening.

·Restrictions ended Boba
FROM 'Al

· during events. Boba Tease's
contract gave no specific
details about whether
owner Gary Lee could or
· could not sell his products
during the events.
Chisum, who helped
Lee correspond with the

arena, said Lee chose to
close rather than pursue
the food selling rights
because UCF offered him
the option to drop his contract.
He opted to end his contract and save himself large
amounts of money, Chisum
said

lobby and they could look
like a normal person and
they're a judge. We had to
be on our toes."
Schamber chose Orlando-based Clean the World
Foundation, Inc. as her
main organization to promote in her interviews
and speeches. By recycling soap and shampoo
from hotels and motels,
CTW is able to provide a
way for people in developing countries to c~ean
themselves. Not only does
this r:educe the risk of dise;ises for these people, but
it also reduces the amount
of harmful waste iri land-

fills.

•
>

"Due to the location,
business was always
sketchy, but selling beer
and other items during
events really helped to supplement the business's
income," Chisum said.
''The new rule drove [Lee]
under. [Lee] just couldn't
take anymore."

According to the CTW
Web site, 9,000 children
die every day from diarrheal disease and acute
respiratory illness. Studies
have shown that washing
hands 'w ith soap can
reduce that number by up
to 60 percent.
Schamber discovered
CTW at Central Florida
Earth Day in May when
she was Teen Earth Florida. CTW had only been an
official organization since
February.
"It's been a great relationship with her and her
family ever since the first
time she walked up to our
booth with her crown and
banner on," said Shawn
Seipler, executive director
ofCTw.
Schamber is now working with CTW as its children's ambassador. The
organization has taken
two trips to Cap Haitien,
Haiti, and delivered about
150,000 bars of soap there.
"There was no better
place to start than the
poorest region of the
poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere, and
starting at the very worst
spot that we. possibly
could and try to make a
difference," Seipler said
"The people are so

COURTESYJOLIESCHAMBER

Sophomore Jolie Schamber won the Teen Earth United States pageant this summer
and now works as achildren's ambassador with Oean the World Foundation, Inc.

grateful when we get tal awareness to UCF.
there," Schamber said "So
''We are that age group
many kids die because that's going to drive this
they don't have soap. They thing as far as it can go,"
don't even know how to Schamber said
use the soap."
She has participated in
Aside from the compe- a lake cleanup and several
tition
of pageantry, parades since earning her
Schamber was able to new title. She is also planmeet the other young ning an awareness-raising
women she was compet- event at UCF in spring.
"The simplicity about
ing with.
"We try not to let the the whole thing is that you
competition get to us too can do a little bit and it
makes a big difference,
much," Schamber said
Evan
Skow,
the ·because if everyone does a
pageant's director, does little bit, we can make a big
not think the women need change," Schamber said
to be competitive at all.
In the future, Schamber
"They should come in . plans to become involved
prepared to be the best in politics. After she finthey can be," Skow said ''I ishes her term as Miss
know that from a pageant Teen Earth U.S., she wants
perspective the girls will to run for a Student Govbe competitive, but the ernment Association posisystem is really designed tion. After college, she
to take the word 'competi- wants to be an ambassation' out."
dor but continue her
Schamber is glad she involvement in pageants
has been able to use her through coaching or
title to bring environmen- directing her own.
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Radio station lacks student voice
FROM

Al

Jazz on the Beach with Jack
Simpson, a show that has
been on WUCF's airwaves
since 1983.
Though Riley does not
anticipate any changes in
· the main channel's programs anytime soon, she
would like to see more students take advantage of the
available
opportunities
with the HD-2 channel.
"We love the HD-2 service," said Riley, adding that
she
wishes
student
response wasn't so limited.
Developed and licensed
by iBiquity Digital Corporation, HD Radio has been
recognized by the Federal
Communications Commission as "the only system for
digital AM and FM broadcasting in the U.S." since
October 2002. HD Radio
works by taking the bundled analog and digital
audio signals from radio
stations and compressing
the digital signal layer. The
combined signals are transmitted, allowing HD Radio
owners to hear their
favorite AM and FM
programs in a much higher
quality than they're used
to,
according
to
ibiquity.com.
Launched in June 2007,
WUCF HD-2, the channel
with a news and talk format, has become the primary place at WUCF
where students can test the
wc°1ters .with their own
shows.
Tune in at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, Thursday or
Friday, and you'll be able to
listen to one of your fellow
students. Three such students are sophomore
Arthur Volpe, a radio/television major; junior Carson
Ingle, a political science
major; and senior Eric
Lopez, a history major.
Volpe, Ingle and Lopez
host WUCF Sports Today,
which broadcasts on Fri-

yo
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Nick Szepelak poses with a photo of his pa~e~ts. His laJe drop appea! for
summer classes was recently denied and he 1s rrow using grade forgiveness.
'

Student: I don't
want the money
Ronald H. Atwell,
chair of the Admissions
through e-mail. He said it and Standards Comwas hard for him to follow mittee and director of
Assessment & Planalong and he fell behind.
KATIE DEES / (ENTRM FLORIDA FUTURE
"Just before the end of ning, said when a stuUCF junior legal studies major Sydel Padilla makes playlists for WUCF, an HD radio station celebrating its 30th anniversary.
summer I looked at my dent decides to appeal
grades and talked to my a decision it is ~
days and is also available as would like students to impressed with what
by
the
professors about dropping reviewed
apodcast.
understand is that the jazz the station has already
Admission and Stanmy classes,'' he said.
"I think it's important format isn't atypical on a done.
His professors said it dards Committee with"Even for somethat student involvement college campus.
was too late for him to in three weeks. Atwell \
"Public radio at univer- body who, like me,·
continues in radio," Lopez
drop classes and he would said the committee is
said. "A lot of people have sities is the norm," Riley knows a lot about the .
have to apply for a late made up of about 18
gotten their start that way." said. "It's the university's music and is familiar
drop. Szepelak turned in members, seven non"We ,do a lot of good outreach to the communi- with a lot of the music,
the paperwork for this to faculty members and
things there," said Voipe, ty."
they manage to pull
.
Administrative Services.
one person from each
who agrees that WUCF's
Though jazz music may out things I haven't
"They told me it would of the colleges on campresence can benefit stu- not be most students' cup heard in a long time or
take three weeks," Sze- pus.
,.
dents interested in radio of tea, they may have some- things I haven't heard
Szepelak was ,sent a
pelak said.
and broadcasting.
thing to look forward to in before," Kinnally said.
He decided to continue letter on Sept. 21 stating
Kinnally said the
One thing Volpe, Ingle the future.
with his classes and take that his appeal was
"We want to have a third HD channels have a lot
and Lopez have come to
his finals because the denied. He said they
agree on during their time music service," said Riley, of room to expand, so
decision wouldn't have didn't give him a reaas program hosts is that who hopes to develop an it's good to see WUCF
been returned to him until son.
pursuing
those
there is a lack of knowledge HD-3 channel.
after the term ended. His
"No one has talked
because
This would mean more avenues,
among students when it
request for a late with- to . me on a personal .
opportunities for students some great student
comes to HD radio.
drawal was denied.
level about it. It all has
''.A lot of students don't and a wider variety of programs have come
"He never catne to us to been 'Fill otit this
know about HD radio," music for them to listen to.
out ofit.
ask us for advice. He could form:,"' Szepelak said.
The lack of funds ·and
Until those other
Ingle said. ''.Any way we
have came to us to ask us
"Students
can't
could promote it more staff are preventing the developments are put
what to do," said Ana appeal because they
with students would be a channel from developing into play, Riley said she
Maria Schwindt, the coor- don't like the decision,''
good idea"
anytime soon, but Riley would still like to see
dinator for academic sup- Atwell said.
Riley agrees and said hopes it will be in place by more students seek
port services at the BurAtwell said this is
out opportunities with
promotional work for that next fall. '
nett School of Biomedical something he often ·
channel would definitely
Radio/television profes- the station.
Sciences.
sees happen.
''.Anybody
really
_help.
sor and jazz enthusiast
She said she believes he
"When the commitKinnally
is interested in broadcast
Something else Riley William
would have had a better tee denies an appeal it's
should come in," Riley
shot at getting his classes because no new evisaid.
dropped if he had come to dence was received,
The station currentthem first. She also said and that is something
ly has 10 student workhis decision to take his students don't underers from a grant profinals may have affecte.d · stand," Atwell said.
gram who learn skills
the
Administrative
Szepelak said he
such as audio editing,
Services' decision.
didn't want the money
engineering and how
Szepelak decided to for the classes returned
to put on a good show.
appeal their decision.
to him. He just wanted
his grades dropped l
because they suffered
• ••
•
•
as a result of the week
he
took to attend his
Get help,with Eng1Ish
mother's funeral.·
• • •
from an actW1I humanl
After his appeal was
•
denied he decided to ..,
use grade forgiveness.
~
He said that had he
been able to have those
grades dropped, he
would have used the
two grade forgivenesses to improve his grade
point average.
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The purpose of the breakfast is to
.recognize the outstanding
internationalization efforts of Individuals·
on the UCF campus. The event serves
as the grand opening to International
Education Week (November 16 -20) and
is highlighted by cultural performances
and guest speaker, Ron Soodalter,
abolitionist and author.
'

•
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http://www.ronsoodalter.com
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: Phase two of arj:s complex funded by community
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The expansion to the
Wellness Center should
be completed by Nov. 30,
2010 and open to students the following
spring.
"For a university of
this size, the gym should
be about 300,000 square
feet. We currently have
85,000, and· with the
expansion, will be at
125,000. We have the
capacity for the gym to
be between 160,000 and
200,000 square feet on
its current site, but to get
to 300,000 square feet
there would have to be
another
recreational
facility built on the north
end of campus or on a
satellite area," Wilkening
said.
·
.
Unlike the Wellness
Center's expansion, the
performing
arts
complex's completion
date is still unknown.
Phase one is set to be
completed in August of
2010, but phase two,
which contains the performance facilities, could
be completed anytime
within the next three to
four years. Students and
faculty will be able to use
phase one's academic
spaces, regardless of the
state of construction
phase two is in, however.
Big construction projects such as this normally take several years and
are completed in phases,
Christine Dellert of UCF
News & Information ·
said. .
Together, the two
projects will cost nearly
$106.7 million, with the
Recreation and Wellness
Center's expansion totaling $21.7 million and the
performing arts complex
totaling $85 million.
Funding for the Wellness Center's expansion
comes from the Capital
Improvement
Trust
Fund, a statewide collection from all the public

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

According to James Wilkening, director of the Recreation and Wellness Center on Gemini Boulevard, "the expansion has been needed since the day it opened in 2002."

universities that is divided by the size and growth .
of schools. Previous
expansions to the Student Union were also
funded through· CITF

funds.

"I'm very excited for
the expansion," said
Brenna Layman, a senior
micro & molecular biology major. "I want to use
the expansion. but hopefully I've graduated by
then."
The performing arts
center's $25 million f~t
phase was paid for by
Public Education Capital
Outlay fmids. These
funds are specifically set
aside by the state for
campus construction
projects. The $60 million
second phase will be
paid for through community and outside donations.
"[The UCF Foundation is] staging initial
meetings to inform the
community about the

project and beginning to
work on commitments,"
said Joyce Henckler, UCF
Foundation assistant vice
president for major gifts.
''We hope seeing the first
phase done with state
funds will encourage large
employers in this area to
reach out and help with
the second phase."
Over the past year, a
team from the UCF Foundation has been visiting
with potential donors to
create awareness about
the project. Members of
the
community
are
responding positively and
are vested in helping to
provide students in the
performing arts with the
very best UCF can off~r,
according to Dellert.
The UCF Foundation

refuses to reveal the Wilkening said. "Soine stu;amount raised at this time dents choose to get membecause it is· still in the berships with other gyms
silent phase of campaign- like the YMCA or L.A Fiting. Once it moves to the ness because they have to
more public phase of wait here to use the
fundraising, a figure will machines and equipment. It
be announced, Dellert is hard to have an efficient
workout if you have to keep
said.
Both of these construc- waiting all the time."
tion projects also share a·
To meet the student
similar catalyst in the form demands, the Wellness Center's expansion will include
of student demands.
In the summer of 2004 more fitness space for free
cardio
and
and 2005, student surveys weights,
were conducted at the machines; a multipurpose
request of former Student . activity court; multipurpose
Government Association room; athletic training
President Kevin Peters.
The surveys showed that
the top three student
requests were for fitness
expansion.
"From 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
the gym is too busy,"

.room; outdoor adventure
center and four racquetball
courts.
"The expansion has been
needed since the day it
opened in 2002," Wilkening
said.
The performing arts
center will serve student
needs in another way. Currently, the theatre and music
students and faculty hold
classes in at least six separate locations across campus. Phase op.e will bring
these classrooms and
rehearsal rooms together
under one roof beside their
performance spaces to be
built in phase two.
"The performing arts
complex will synergize the
arts," Henckler said. "It has
the ability to bring together
all the arts in one area. It
will bring faculty together
andkeepperformingartson
the campus so students
don't have classes everywhere."
For the creation of these
new projects, acts of
destruction were required.
To clear space for the
· expansion to the gym,
building 15 and the lap pool
were demolished.
. A new lap pool will be
built in the area where
buildiµg 15 once stood
alongside Gemini Boulevard South, but landscaping
will keep the pool from
being visible from the road.
The performing arts center
closed the parking lots in
front of the Visual Arts
Building, but an additional
parking garage has been
planned lo account for the
lost spaces.

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER ·

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
' Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Wiater Park

Hours: M'onday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

U..78....,_Bl,tL
407-ffl-9464

•

't

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

{Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
· on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

t

CMMB
USF Deparbnent of Cell Biology,
Microbiology & Molecular Biology
invites applications for

M.S. & Ph.D. Programs in
l

•
•
•

Cell Biology,.
Microbiology & ,·
Molecular Biology
Visit us at
http://biology.usf.edu/cmmb/
graduate
or email cmmgrad@cas.usf.edu
for more information.

..

-

Cell Slotogy,
Microbiology and

Molecular Biology

Core research areas include:
•
Microbial Pathogenesis & Drug Resistance
•
Structural Biology
•
Aging Disorders
•
Cancer Biology
•
Proteomics and Genomics
We offer:·
•
World Class Faculty & Research Facilities
•
A broad interdi~ciplinary biomedical research
experience
•
Spring (August 1st deadline) and Fall (January 1st
deadline) Admission Available
•
Non-thesis M.S. option
•
Full financial support and tuition waiver for every
research student admitted
•
Tampa, FL - A fantastic place to live!

UNIVERSITY OF®
SOUTH FLORIDA
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Off Cainpus Service Day@ 9AM
Kick-Off Concert, Doors @ 6PM
Si)edal Guests Luke Bryan & Asher Roth
Featuring T-Pain
UCFArena

Movie Knight@ 6PM
Featuring 'The Haµgover"
MenJ.ory Mall
Rain Location - UCF Arena

Comedy Knight, Do~r~ @ 7PM
...

Featuring Daniel Tosh
UCFArena

•
•
•
•
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Skit Knight, Doors @ 6:30PM
UCFArena

Spirit Splash @ 12PM
Reflecting Pond

UCF HoIUecol11ing Parade @· 9:30AM
UCF vs_ Houston@ 12PM

1{We~ er 1£
Awards Banquet
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,. INTERNET EXTRA FOR ARECAP AND UPDATES THROUGHOUT THE UCF VS. TEXAS FOOTBALL GAME GO TO, WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.
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Women's soccer

UCF vs. Texas preview

.SPO TS

C-USA
tourney

Knights.to
take on No. 2.
Longhorns
RYAN BASS
After their fourth
comeback win of the season, the UCF football team
travels to Austin, Texas to
take on the No. 2-ranked
Texas Longhorns Saturday.

COLLEGE ·

.

Staff Writer

.

UCF comes into the
game off a last-second 2120 victory over Marshall
on Sunday night
After pulling to within
a score with 7:51. left in the
game, · the
Knights
marched into Marshall
territory only to fall short
on fourth down with 2:40
left. On the ensuing Marshall drive, UCF defensive
end Bruce Miller forced a
fumble to give the Knights
ball,

This time, Hodges
wouldn't miss as he found
Rocky Ross uncovered in
the back of the end zone
for the score with 23 seconds left to give the
Knights the 21-20 lead and
the eventual win.
Texas defeated No. 14
Oklahoma State 41-14, ·
despite trailing in time of
possession and being held
to under 300 yards of total
offense. The Longhorns
forced the Cowboys into
five turnovers, including
two interceptions for a
touchdown on a 77-yard
return and 31-yard return.

When UCF has the ball ...

1

EYE GOUGE COSTS SPIKES
FIRST HALF SUSPENSION
GAINESVILLE - Top-ranked Florida
will be without star linebacker Brandon
Spikes for the first half of Saturday's
game against Vanderbilt.
Coach Urban Meyer suspended
Spikes on Monday, two days after the
defensive captain apparently
attempted to gouge the eyes of Georgia
running back Washaun Ealey in a 4H 7
victory.
"I don't condone that," Meyer said. "I
understand what goes on on the
football (field), but there's no place for
that. We're going to suspend Brandon
for the first half of the Vanderbilt game.
Ispoke with him.That's not who he is.
That's not who we are. He got caught
up in emotion'.'
Spikes issued astatement
apologizing for what he did.
"I accept responsibility for my actions
and Iaccept the consequences of my
actions;' he said. "I would like to
apologize to my team and the coaching
staff and Washaun Ealey. Football is a
very physical and emotional game, but
there is no excuse for my actions'.'

When Texas has the ball •.•
It will be all about Colt
McCoy. The senior quarterback has completed 72
percent of his passes this
season and has thrown 15
touchdowns to eight interceptions.
UCF has been successful at stopping the run this
season, but the Longhorns
have four guys with over
40 carries and multiple
touchdown runs.
The Knights could see
a lot of fresh legs on the
field; but expect a heavy
dose of McCoy, who will
be looking to pick apart
UCF's young secondary.

X-Factors
•I
1

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Look for the Knights to
try to beat the Longhorns
with short screen passes
and quick shots up the
middle of the field
Let's face it, Texas'
speed on defense is going
to pose a problem to the
flow of the UCF offense,
but O'Leary would like to
get quarterback Brett
Hodges going early and
keep him off the tur£
Hodges had a careerhigh 342 passing yards in
last week's win over Marshall, but he was taken to
the ground a lot and was
hit hard after plays.

AJ. Guyton will be the
X-Factor in the game for
the Knights, but not just
for his ability in the receiv-

l

CARLOS PINEDA'

The match up

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. - The Detroit
Pistons realized in the preseason that
they might have found something in
the small, speedy guard combination of
Ben Gordon, Rodney Stuckey and Will
Bynum.
Tuesday, they discovered they were
right.
With Tayshaun Prince (back) missing
his first g:ime in six years and Richard
Hamilton (ankle) also sidelined, the
Pistons got 63 points from Gordon,
Stuckey and Bynum in a85-80 victory
over the Orlando Magic.
"A victory like this is sweet - there's
no question about it," rookie Pistons
coach John Kuester said. "Our guys did a
greatjob of controlling the pace,
getting the ball from one side ofthe
court to the other and coming up with
big plays. You always miss guys who
play such an intricate part of what you
do, but it is great to see other guys step
up~
Wrth the smaller lineup and their
reliance on getting to the basket the Pistons only had two first-half
assists and just one in the fourth
quarter - they knew that Dwight
Howard's defensive presence could
wreck any chance they had of winning.
The Pistons, though, went right after
Howard and frustrated him into fouling
out in just 17 minutes.
"We knew if we could get Dwight
into foul trouble, they'd be in trouble,
because we'd have an open path'to the
basket;' Bynum said. "So we just tried to
keep attacking."
Howard struggled all night with the
fouls and asore shoulder. Howard
missed half of the third quarter after
aggravating an injury sustained Sunday
in Toronto, and fouled out with 3:45
left. He finished with eight points and
five rebounds.

•

No. 9 UCF gets
first round bye

Sports Editor

PISTONS DROP MAGIC FOR
FIRST LOSS OF SEASON

Cl

UCFon
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Texas senior quarterback Colt McCoy has completed 72 percent of his passes in 2009, leading his team !o an 8-0 record.

BYTHE NUMBERS:TEXAS LONGHORNS
1

37

The Longhorns boast the best
rushing defense in the nation,
allowing just 52.9 yards per game.

The Longhorns are favored to beat
the Knights by 37 points on
Saturday.

2

72

Texas is ranked No. 2 in the nation
in every national ranking,
induding the BCS polls.

Senior QB Colt McCoy has
mmpleted 72 percent of his passes,
good for second nationally.

ing game. He registered
his third 100-yard receiving game of the season
against Marshall, but it
could be his time in the
special teams game that
makes the most impact on
Saturday. Guyton saw time
returning punts against
Marshall and could really
help the Knights win the ·
field position battle.
Believe it or not, it
might not be Colt McCoy
that rips apart the Knights'
defense, but the guy he targets throwing to the most
Texas WR Jordan Shipley
-has again been the favorite
target for McCoy on the
year, totaling 64 receptions

on, which is 32 more than
the next Longhorns pass
catcher. The 6-foot receiver has had four games of
more 100 yards receiving
on the season, including
his most recent 108-yard
performance against Missouri two weeks ago.

The last time they played : .•
Believe it or not, UCF
almost pulled out the victory, but fell 35-32 to the
Longhorns in the opening
game at Bright House Networks Stadium back on
Sept 15, 2007. Kevin Smith
ran for 147 yards and two
touchdowns, and the
Knights fO\Illd themselves

NEXT GAME

•~
~
uo:
rncAS

Sat., 12 p.m. j Texas Memorial Stadium

0

VIDEO: The editors

break downTexas
www.UCFNews.com

on the winning end heading into the fourth quarter.
Trailing 29-24 late in
the fourth, Texas running
back Jamaal Charles
scored on a 46-yard TD
run, following a fumble by
UCF quarterback Kyle
Israel on the previous possession
Despite a late touchdown, the Knights failed to
recover the onside kick, to
give Texas the victory.

Noteworthy
UCF is fifth in the
nation in tackles for loss
and eighth in the nation in
sacks. Miller leads the
team in both categories
with 11:5 TFL and nine
sacks, respectively.

~

The No. 9 UCF
women's soccer team
makes the cross-country
trek to Dallas this week for
the 2009 Conference USA
Women's Soccer Championship.
The Knights have
already won hardware,
claiming the regular season conference title, but
seek more this postseason
UCF, with a 15-3-1
record, (10-1 in C-USA)
attempts to go for the double .whammy by winning
the tournament championship. In 2005, they
advanced to the finals
before falling to Memphis
2-0, which marks the furthest the Knights have
gone in the conference
tournament.
The Knights do not
play until Friday night, but
they will be paying attention to the outcome of
Wednesday's
match
between the University of
Texas El Paso and the Uni-.
versity of Alabama Birmingham.
The Miners (13-6-0,
7-4-0) face the Blazers (116-2, 5-4-2) in the opening
match of the first round of
the 2009 C-USA Women's
Soccer Championship. In
the regular season, UAB
took a 1-0 overtime decision over UTEP.
Head coach Amanda
Cromwell said both teams
are fighting to get a spot in
the NCAA Tournament.
"They're both very
dangerous
attacking
teams, UTEP especially,"
Cromwell said. "They
[UTEP] have the ability to
get up the field. They're
fast, athletic and fit.
"The biggest thing is
they're both desperate for
wins. They both need to
have good showings in the
tournament to get an atlarge bid."
The tournament takes
place Nov. 4-8 at Wescott
Field on the campus· of
Southern Methodist University.
The championship game is on Sunday
at2 p.m.
The six teams that
earned a berth in the conference tournament are:
No. 1 UCF, No. 2 Colorado
College, No. 3 Memphis,
No. 4 UTEP, No. 5 UAB
and No. 6 SMU.
In the second firstround match, two-time
defending
conference
champion Memphis (13-60, 8-3-0) battles host SMU
(7-10-1, 5-5-1). The Tigers
upended the Mustangs 2-0
on Oct. 16. The winner of
the match takes on Colorado College (12-5-2, 8-21) on Friday.
PLEASE SEE
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UCF runner returns.to where she left off

.,
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UCF cross-country runner Jamie Rzepecki stood
off to the side with a boot
on her right foot as she
watched her teammates
run and compete.
A tom ligament nearly
cost Rzepecki her college
career, but she didn't let
the injury deter her from
coming back for a fifth
year of eligibility.
"It was really painful,"
Rzepecki said. "I didn't
know what was wrong
with it. I tried to continue
to run through, but I felt it
rip more in another race
that I ran, so I was done,"
"It was depressing, very
depressing. Especially during cross-country season."
After an eight-month
recovery, Rzepecki came
back as a redshlrt senior
and was able to pick up
right where she left off:

She finished in first
place in both of this season's home meets and led
the Knights in every meet
she competed in.
When Rzepecki was
only an eighth grader at
East Aurora High in New
York, her coach knew she
would be successful
"She was a talented girl
right from the start," said
Walt McLaughlin, Rzepecki's cross-country coach at
East Aurora High.
"She just is a very spirited girl, full of energy, a real
nice kid, a great athlete and
just did a wonderful job
both in cross country and
track and field with us."
Rzepecki was a varsity
runner before even entering high school, and competed for five years in both
track and field and cross
country before coming to
UCF.
Rzepecki was inspired
to become a runner after

seeing her sister Jackie run
for Houston University.
Jackie's experiences
helped Jamie prepare for
the collegiate level of running.
"I know that as a freshman, when you come in,
especially in a distance
program, it is really hard to
do well, just because of the
increase in mileage, and
the intense workout it so
much different than high
school," Rzepecki said.
"My sister really prepared
me in the summer for the
workouts because she
knew what I was going to
go through."
Rzepecki excelled as a
freshman, placing in six of
seven meets to lead UCF
during the Conference
USA Championships but
was met with some resistance from her new teammates.
''A lot of girls were ok ·
with it, some girls weren't

Team enters on hot streak
FROM AS

When
Memphis
faced Colorado College during the season
the Tigers won at
home2-0.
For Memphis, junior forward Ashley
Berra was named CUSA Offensive Player
of the Year, while junior defender Kelsey
Bakker was chosen as
the Defensive Player of
the Year.
The Knights enter
their semifinal game
on a nine-game winning streak, including
wins against every
teatn in the tournament, except Memphis.
A year ago, Memphis defeated the
Knights in the. semifinals 2-0. It was the second-straight time the
Tigers knocked off
UCF.
The 2009 season
has been a magical one
for this UCF squad.
They played the second toughest non-conference schedule in the
nation and collected
marquee wins against
then-No. 10 Duke and
then·:No. 4 Florida
State in overtime.
Along the way to
the team's first 0utright conference title,
it also tied and set a
number of records.
The 10 league wins is
the most UCF has won
in C-USA, and ties a
school record for most
conference wins in a
season.
"We're fighting for
the conference t0umament," Cromwell said.
. "We're fighting to
potentially host and
keep our RPI high, so
there's a lot on the line
for us."
Tuesday Cromwell
was named C-USA
Women's
Socce,r
Coach of the Year, the
first time she has garnered the honor.
Cromwell, in her
11th year at the helm,
has posted a 156-66-15
record and has led
UCF to the big dance
seven times.
Cromwell is the
second UCF women's
soccer coach to receive
the honor. Karen
Richter won the award
inl998..
Winning the award
is a reflection on the
program, but the
award should be called
staff of tlie year
Cromwell said because
associate head coach
Colby H:ale and assistant coach Donna
Fishter also deserve
credit for the success.
"They make my job
easier," Cromwell said
of her assistants.
"They push me to be a
better coach. We complement each other so
well."
from
Aside
other
Cromwell,

ok with it because the seniors, of course don't want a
freshman beating a senior,"
she said.
.
She said it was challenging to overcome, but former-te.ammate
Karen
Kozub helped her get past
it and told her to "forget
about it and just run
through everything."
Rzepecki continued to
run well her .sophomore
and junior years, finishing
in the top 30 in the C-USA
Championships both years
while continuing to lead
the Knights through each
. season.
McLaughlin
said
Rzepecki was always a
good team leader.
''She was pretty talented
and just worked her way
up through and really filled
a leadership role as she
became an upperclassman," he said. "She really
helped get our program off
the ground in what was the
earlier years. The success
we're having now, she was
a big part of getting the
team to the next level"
Rzepecki was also
named Senior of the Year
at the C-USA Championships but is very modest,
crediting her team for her
success.
"Our girls were really
close when I first got here,
even though we didn't
always get along, but we
are always tight-knit, like a
family," she said. "That
really helps carry me and
[helps me] learn how to get
through workouts and·
count on each other, and
that's probably what really

COURTESYUCF ATHLETICS

Fifth-year senior Jamie Rzepecki has come back from a foot injury that sidelined
her last season to finish in first place in both of UCF's home cross-country meets.

helped m:e through college he said. "Its been great to
so far."
see her go onto the next
McLaughlin
said level and continue her sucRzepecki's positive atti- cess:'
tude is what makes her a
Rzepecki hopes to do
successful athlete.
just that and can qualify
"She is one of those girls nationals if she places
who has survived through high enough when she
adversity, different injuries. competes in the NCAA
and things and just kept Cross Country Regionals
plugging away and kept · in Tuscaloosa, Ala. on
improving over the years:' Nov. 14.
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Emily Maynard and the women's soccer will face the winner of UAB vs. UTEP in
the semi-finals on Friday. The No. 9 UCF Knights have a first-round bye.

Knights were awarded
accolades. Senior Becca
Thomas was named
C-USA Midfielder of the
Year.
Four players were
selected to the All-Conference First Team, most of
any school.
Thomas
joined fellow seniors, forward Courtney Whidden,
defender Nikki Moore as
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well as sophomore goalkeeper Aline Reis.
Senior forward Yvonne
George and freshman
defender Bianca Joswiak
were selected to the AllConference Third Team.
Joswiak, fellow forward
Nicolette Radovcic and
midfielder/forward Alex
Brandt also made the
All-Freshman Team.

The regular annual mi:mbership of
$3950 single or $4450 family

U B

"HQme of the UCF

Men's and Women's

-S~ial Price,.

GolfTeams''

Singie $2950

Former PGA Tour stop
for tile Citrus Open

Price lnc!11des unlimited golf and carts for a year

Family $3450
Price includes unlimited golf and curt, for a year

\\'e <1re locatetl near Cliickas:m Trail and I.ake lJnderlull.
Call 407-273-9573 for a tour (If the club and u trial round .

www.riopinar.com

~

crait.waus
, . . .7 GOLF CLUB
WcckdayStudcntSpcdal:
lallcr12Naon)

WcckcndStadcntSpccial:
{aftcr12110GIJ
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'l1lj

. ·
llcscrYcJar Tic:-TimeToday!
PhlH 411-ZIHIH Iwww.11Jffalr'!1yscu1a

NEW SCOOTERS FROM $199
RIDE GREEN SCOOTERS 671 W. 'FAIRBANKS AVE. WINTER PARK
407-332-7900 WWW;RIDEGREENSCOOTERS.COM
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CityArts Factory: a well-oiled arts machine

JEN6LANTZ
Columnist

KIM SHELPMAN
StaffWriter

T

he CityArts Factory, situated in the heart.of Downtown
Orlando, is providing the pulse for the city's burgeoning
regional art scene. Although it has only been operating
for the last three and a hajf years, it has quickly become
one of the city's premiere art gallery experiences.

The CityArts Factory features many different gallery
spaces, rented out monthly to
artists and is free and -open to
the public Tuesdays through
Saturdays from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
"On any given day that you
come here, tou can experience
something a bit different," said
Shanon Larimer, executive
director ofCityArts Factory.
The Factory features 'artists
from all different · mediums.
Photographers, painters, sculptors, glass blowers, musicians,
writers and performance artists
have -all passed through the
doors of the CityArts Factory.
They also host different special

events, charity benefits and
encourage new artists by providing a free studio space.
The Orlando Magic Foundation sponsors the space, malcing it free for artists to use.
"It's great for students who
are looking for an escape and
can have their own gallery
space;' said Larimer.
The space can be used for as
long as the artist likes, whether
it be a week or a year. It's also a
safe place to store work
because lockers are available.
Anyone interested in using the
space just has to call ahead for
availability and bring a lock for
locker usage.

Some of the CityArts
Factory's unique
furniture on display.
PHOTOS COURTESY
CITY ARTS FACTORY

On the third Thursday of
every month, the CityArts Factory, in collaboration with the .
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A11 .

The
greatest
week on
Earth
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When you get to your senior
year of college you obtain the
privilege of saying, "This is my
fourth time doing that."
Whether or not that makes you
feel cool or just plain old, you get
bragging rights. This is my fourth
UCF Homecoming. And while I
should probably be over the anticipation of Spirit Splash or the ·
excitement of a week of free
events, I am more pumped than
ever because I finally understand
what Homecoming is all about.
Before last year it was nothing
more than a competition in my
mind, one that organizations
spent months planning to win,
seizing their competition left and
right by collecting more cans than
humanly conceivable or creating
killer skits and dances to outdo
other organizations. It became a
week that united single student
organizations and not the entire
school
LastHomecoming,Igotthe
opportunity to be a member of
the UCF Homecoming Court.
Being on Court, I got to witness
1
the behind-the-scenes of
Homecoming. I learned that
Homecoming Court is not a beauty pageant or a fight to win the
title of king and queen; it's really
about taking ten very involved
and passionate students at the
1
university, pulling them away
from their organizations for that
week and allowing them to show
· students why UCF rocks.
And so, if you haven't heard,
never participated, or have been
. living under some kind of rock
your past few years at UCF, this is
what Homecoming week is really
· all about:

·~
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Community Service Day:
This year, students are going to
Q!.Iest's Camp Thunderbird, a
summer camp for those with special needs, to do community service. It's our chance to show the
community that 52,000 students
can come together to do more
than create heavy traffic along .
Alafaya, throw large parties-in surrounding neighborhoods and go
wild when Zombie Nation comes
on in a public place.

.

Free Fun -Concert,
Comedy, Skit, Movie:
Homecoming is a week where
UCF students get showered with
PLEASESEE
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118 DEGREES OF FLAVOR
,Wmter Park vegan cafe turns up the heat
TINA RUSSELL

foods' raw state.
The cafe is quite small but
well-decorated with marbleHidden in a mass strip of build- inspired tables and modem art
ings on Morse Boulevard that that adorns the walls. As cuscomprise downtown Wmter Park tomers eat, mellow, instrumental
lies Cafe 118°, an alternative to the music drifts from the speakers.
saturated fat, overcooked foods
My friend Brenda Barker and I
we eat on an everyday basis. Cafe , are greeted by a friendly server
118° serves up raw, organic food who seats us at our table. She
that is 100 percent free of animal instantly remembers my friend
by-products like milk and eggs.
and asks if I've ever eaten here
The name of the cafe is quite before. When I say 'no,' she eagerliteral. As it states in its paper ly tells me about popular menu
menu, all of the food is prepared items like the vegetable pad Thai
at temp~ratures of less than 118 and shiitake mushroom lasagna.
degrees to preserve the enzymes,
I sJart off my lunch with the
minerals and vitamins found in raspberry agave lemonade. The
Contributing Writer

•

•
•

TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Awaitress at Winter Park's (afe 118° showcases some of their trademark vegan wraps and salads.

juice puts an interesting spin on
the popular drink. The lemonade
had the signature tangy taste that
most lemonades have, but the
raspberry added a sweet taste to

the drink. I felt like I was drinking
liquid candy, and it was delicious.
Barker got the pineapple with
PLEASE SEE
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Local shops become galleries
FROM

•

Venue Views
by Justine Griffin
In a plaza where more and
more bars are popping up,
Underground Bluz remains a
steady favorite in the
alternative bar scene.

Let's Talk
byEmreKelly

Ji

Sometimes, it takes a little
drama to make a relationship
truly special. Emre breaks down
the best couples in history.

.)

Fowler than the Rest
by Austin Fowler

ii,

Alex Rodriguez has finally
shaken off his postseason
slump, and credit goes to... Kate
Hudson? Fowler is outraged.

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy Walt Disney Studios

DISNEY'S A CHRISTMAS CAROL
{PG)
Ebenezer Scrooge (Jim Carrey) begins
the Christmas holiday with his usual
miserly contempt, barking at his
faithful clerk (Gary Oldman) and his
cheery nephew {Colin Firth). But
when the ghosts of Christmas Past,
Present and Yet to Come take him on
an eye-opening journey revealing
truths Old Scrooge is reluctant to
face, he must open his heart to undo
years of ill will before it's too late.
Directed by: Robert Zemeckis
Starring: Jim Carrey, Cary Elwes, Bob

Hoskins, Colin Firth, Gary Oldman, Robin
Wright Penn

(PG-13) 10:25am 12:05 1:05 2:45 4:30 5:30
7:108:109:5510:5012:35am

Disney's AChristmas Carol
(PG) 10:05am 12:302:55 5:207:45 10:10
12:40am

Disney's AChristmas Carol in Disney
Digital3D
(PG) Disney Digital 3D Showtimes More Info
9:45am 10:30am 12:1012:55 2:35 3:20 5:00
5:40 7:2.5 8:059:5010:3012:15am

The Fourth Kind
(PG-13) 9:25am 11:55am 2:2.5 5:15 7:4010:05
12:30am

The Men Who Stare at Goats
(R) 9:40am 11:30am 12:20 2:05 2:504:45 5:35
7:158:159:3010:3511:55

•
}

Michael Jadcson'sThis Is It
(PG)10:15am 11:50am 12:45 2:304:50 5:2.5
7:308:0010:1510:45 12:SOam

AstroBoy

TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The outdoor portion of the vegan restaurant Cafe 118° on Morse Avenue
gives an up close and personal view of the busy streets of Winter Park.

Healthy menu
options for a price
FROM

A10

celery and mint juice.
"This tastes like I'm
walking through my
grandmother's garden,"
Barker said.
The next part of our
meal was the entree. I
decided on the Crispy
Vegetable Summer Rolls
that had carrot, mango,
and cabbage wrapped in
collard green leaves with
sweet and sour dipping
sauce on the side. The
food looked like a piece
of artwork with everything placed perfectly on
the plate. I must admit, at
first, I was scared to try
raw food. I thought,
'How can raw food taste
good?' and 'I hate eating
raw vegetables.' I was
pleasantly surprised I
was wrong when I bit
into the vegetable summer rolls. Bursts of flavor
bombarded my mouth
with every bite that I
took. It had a fresh taste
to it, and I felt like I was
eating something that
came from the earth, but
in a good way.
My favorite part was
the subtle spicy flavor
that came from the
radish. Barker had the
spinach and beet ravioli.
Inside the ravioli was
macadamia
meat
wrapped in beet skins
with ricotta cheese. I
was
surprised
the
macadamia meat had the
same texture and taste as
ricotta cheese. The beet
skin complemented the
macadamia meat nicely,
and I didn't feel like I was
eating beets.
Barker and I polished
off our meal with
dessert. I ordered the

Chocolate Hazelnut Tart
with Macaroon Crust,
while she ordered the
dairy-free coffee and
walnut ice cream. The
tart did not taste like a
tart at all. In fact, I felt
like I was biting into a
cocoa bean with a hint of
coconut The tart did not
taste
like
regular
chocolate. However, the
coffee and walnut ice
cream was absolutely
delectable. The ice
cream was made from
coconut meat and had
the same creamy texture
that ice cream has. In
fact, it was creamier than
ice cream. It was possibly some of the best ice
cream I have ever had.
The menu states at
Cafe 118° states: "We
harness raw organic
ingredients to satisfy
your wellness. Our
entrees not only offer
food in its simplest, most
natural state, but explode
with nutrients and flavor
which will charge your
body, strengthen your
immune system and
leave you feeling invigorated, engaged and energized"
I find this statement
to be true, because when
I left Cafe 118°, I felt energized, ready to tackle the
tasks I had on my to-do
list, and I remained full
for the entire afternoon.
The only downfall of this
cafe is the price. My juice
cost $5, my small entree
cost $14, and my dessert
cost $8. Because of the
price, Cafe 118° isn't an
everyday eatery. It is a
place to go to for an
experience, to change
the daily routine and try
something new.

A10

Downtown Arts District,
spotlights emerging Orlando-based artists as well as
established artists from
around the world. The
monthly exhibition is not
only held at the CityArts
Factory but also at more
non-traditional art venues
by way of a gallery hop
throughout Downtown
Orlando. On "Third Thursday," restaurants, boutiques and salons all transform into gallery spaces.
Third Thursday also
features beer and wine, live
entertainment and gives
people the chance to meet
and talk to artists about
their work. Anyone can
submit art into these
monthly shows.
"I think this is an amazing outlet for the new
artist I know my students
are very talented so I hope
they take this opportunity
and present their work,"
said Maria Santana, Interim Director of Women's
Studies and Associate Professor of Journalism at
UCF.

Larimer gave Santana's
visual
communication
class a tour of the CityArts
Factory last Wednesday.
"The CityArts Factory
is committed to encouraging students and new
artists so we keep our commission costs low," said
Larimer.
Students can show their
work on prime Downtown
Orlando real estate for a
relatively small fee for submission shows and can
also utilize the free open
studio space. ·
Roho Art & Coffee, the
CityArts Factory's cafe,
also serves as an art house
featuring work from artists
of Hispanic heritage. The
cafe serves an assortment
of Latin foods like sandwiches, pastelitos and
empanadas. It also serves
different coffees and has a
free WlFi connection.
Each Wednesday and
Thursday a free movie is
featured at the Plaza Cinema Cafe, Downtown
Orlando's newest movie
theatre located a block
away from the CityArts
Factory. To take advantage

of this opportunity visit
www.orlandoslice.com.
the CityArts Factory's
interactive web forum, to
print a free movie voucher.
Three hours of free parking validation is complimentary.
"I really like the fact that
I can go downtown for a
movie and not even have to
spend money on parking,"
said George Regojo, a senior journalism major.
The upstairs of the CityArts Factory features an
Anheuser-Busch Foundation Lounge with a large
performance arts space
available to be rented out
for special events. This
space will be the future
home of SAK Comedy Lab,
an improvisational theatre
company, in February of
next year.
The City.Arts Factory
features a little something
different for everyone.
'We're an out of boundary experience for downtown consumers and we
hope to continue to gain
momentum in a city with
so much creative talent,"
said

PHOTOSCOURTESY CITY ARTS FACTORY

Two rooms in downtown's City Arts Factory, open Tuesday through Sunday display their paintings, sculptures and furniture.

--------

(PG)9:55am 12:00 2:20 4:55 7:05

Grque du Freak:The Vampire's Assistant
(PG-13)11 :35am 2:40 5:10 7:35 10:].5

SawVI
(R)10:00am 12:353:10 5:50 8:2.510:55

law Abiding Gm.en
(R) 1:004:20 7:50 10:40

The Stepfather
(PG-13) 9:35am 12:15 4:35 7:55 10:2012:45am

Where the Wild Things Are
(PG) 9:50am 3:00 5:05 710 9:4512:10am
Open Captioned Showtimes
12:25

Couples Retreat
(PG-13) 10:10am 12:504:25 6:509:4012:2.5am

ParanonnalActivity
(R) 9:30am 11:40am 3:155:458:2010:0011:00
12:05am

Zllmbieland
(R) 6:559:35 12:00am

Cloudywith aChance of Meatballs 3-0
(PG) 10:20am 12:40 4:40
- Listings for Friday, November 6

Tosh and Roth, free
FROM

A10

free stuff, so take advantage. Go see T-Pain and
Asher Roth perform,
watch The Hangover,
and laugh with Daniel
Tosh.

Spirit Splash:
We wait 364 days a
year for this: a chance to
flounder inside the
Reflecting Pond with the

student body.
This is my fourth
Homecoming. I don't
feel cool or old saying
this out loud Instead, I
feel proud It is the only
week where everyone
can put aside their organization's affiliations and
look at the person next
to them while splashing
in the pond and say,
"Dude, it's great to be
Knight."
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OUR STANCE

Grief ~~ts·
grade forgiveness
T

he death of an immediate family member
is a terrible event to
endure. It is an experience
that should yield compassion and understanding from
those surrounding the family
combating the loss. UCF
should have not forced Nick
Szepelak to accept failing
grades when his mother died
this summer. His appeal
should have been granted
and his grades erased from
his transcript, or he should
have been offered a withdrawn or incomplete status.
Typically, college students do not have to worry
about losing their mothers
or fathers while still in
school, because they are
simply too young. Most of
your parents will live well
into their old age. 1bis
means you will be better
prepared, because you too
will be older, to handle this
painful experience. UCF
should have taken this common factor into consideration when reviewing Szepelak's case.
We find it hard to believe
that if a teacher experienced
a death in their family, UCF

would be so harsh to said
faculty member. We have
had several teachers miss
classes with little to no
notice and have never heard
ofUCF reprimanding them.
Why is it so different for students?
We hope that UCF didn't
deny Szepelak's appeal
because they did not want to
refund his money, seeing as
Szepelak didn't even want
his tuition money refunded.
What is more devastating
about this story, though, is
that his teachers advised him
to stay in the classes and
work via e-mail. Where were
these teachers during the
appeal process? To push a
student academically
because you feel they can
handle the situation is
understandable. But if teachers decide to do that, they
must be prepared to help
that student during the
grieving process.
Students offer teachers
empathy when they are
experiencing strenuous
times. It should not be different when the roles are
reversed. We are all people
working toward the same

common goal - higher education. Especially since the
student in this case sought
the advice of his professors
prior to making a final
decision.
IfUCF is preparing students for the world after college, then all of these things
should be taken into consideration. An employee is
given time off for a death in
their family. They are usually
given special consideration
for deaths in their immediate family, too. UCF should
take the lead of societal
norms and offer its students
decisions made with discretion.
The excuse that Szepelak
should have spoken with the
Burnett board is a nice theory. A death in your family,
though, makes maintaining
communication troublesome, to say the least.
Flights, wakes, funerals and
burial arrangements are just
some events arising from
death. For UCF administrators to say, after the fact, that
this student should have
made more time to converse
with them is a callous
approach.

Contracts cut
out competition
I

four university is going
to invest in growth by
making room for businesses on campus, then part
of that plan should be to give
the businesses a fair shot at
making it.
The most recent business
to close up shop for good is
Boba Tease Asian Fusion, the
little Asian food place just
inside The Arena Even with
decent food and a selection
of trendy drinks that usually
do well with the college-aged
demographic, the place didn't last a year before taking a
deal offered by the university
to jump ship on the contract.
If nobody ever told you
where to find the place, and
you never wandered into the
lobby of The Arena on a
whim, the location could go
completely unnoticed even
by the students who live in

the surrounding towers. It is
a low visibility, low foot-traffic joint - unless of course
there was some kind of event
in The Arena Then that little spot could have a chance
to turn a profit, continue to
employ UCF students and
sell the occasional boba tea
Too bad another Arena
vendor's contract stipulated
that they had exclusive rights
to hock food and drinks during events. With that kind of
restriction in place, the location lost its only redeeming
quality, so the owner decided
to get out while he still
could.
Each time one of these
on-campus businesses goes
under, that's one small-business owner out on an investment and usually a handful
ofUCF students out of their
jobs. It doesn't seem like

much in the grand scheme of
our grand campus, but every
out-of-business sign indicates that somebody in the
community took a hit
Sometimes there isn't
much that can be done; the
market giveth and the market
taketh away. However, in the
case ofBoba Tease, it seems
the odds were against them
from the start
If this is the kind of treatment businesses come to
expect from UCF, then there
will be fewer and fewer with
the funds or the guts to take
the risk and open up shop.
As students, we're not
exactly entitled to a rich
selection of restaurants oncampus, but if the master
plan involves space for businesses to feed the campus,
couldn't we throw them a
bone?

ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Is is about time we get informed on the
mental health effects of LSD use. LSD can
correct many conditions including alcohol
abuse and depression Studies have proven
it in the past and it may in fact work better
than Prozac on schizophrenia-type ailments. Legalize Lysergic acid di_ethylamide.
Check it out on wiki "The drug sometimes
leads to disintegration or restructuring of
the user's historical personality and creates
a mental state that some users report
allows them to have more choice regarding
the nature of their own personality." LSD
should be allowed as a compassionate use
for persons with psychiatric disorders. Like
making laws to punish people for doing
something you personally don't agree with!

Dearest Tim and "No Wake Zone,"
AS&F dollars first off come from your
tuition dollars and has no impact on funding for your education, it is a state mandated fee so that universities can create activities .and involvement to engage students at
their university, as well as provide services
such as our Recreation and Wellness Center and Student Union And to you ''No
Wake Zone," when attendance numbers are
upwards ofl,300 students at the event each
year something obviously is going right. So
instead ofbashing an amazing event promoting culture, equality, and diversity you
should maybe try attending this event and
seeing for yourself that it is a fun and educational event to help students enjoy themselves in between h,omework assignments
and tests. Good luck in the real world when
things like this don't exist and your life
becomes utterly mundane and boring.

- RIPPLED CITY

- UCF IS AFIRST RATE SCHOOL

Don't get smoked, learn
drug policy

Diva Invasion puts on a
glitter-filled show at UCF
Glad my tuition is going to this.... can I
have my asf money back?
- NO WAKE ZONE
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ITS l\.lE 60VERNMEN1;
ruDEl 1\-\E:( A.lN'T
SUPERVISIN6 FOOD!
I-IAVE 'laJ READ ABOJT
Tl-lE JUNKY S1UFF
USED AS FILLER IN
f-!AMBURGER!
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Grade inflation: brings
down those involved
Some professors would
The swelling balloon
rather keep grade inflation
of grade inflation in this
around, but not all We do
county, especially within
have some talented profesthe realm of higher educasors willing to stick to
tion, will pop one day.
their guns and teach the
And when it does, it
way they know the course
will spray little shards of
material needs to be
imbecility all over everytaught
one involved.
rm a really big fan of
A good professor is
the movie Idiocracy, howable to properly grade on a
JEFF RILEY
Editor-in-Chief
bell curve and along the
ever, rm going to try and
way, help students
keep my references to that
improve. I suppose they've managed
movie within this column to a minito drown out the cries and commum. If we allow this trend of grade
plaints somehow, maybe plugging
inflation to continue, we are only
leading ourselves down a path to end
their ears with chalk.
However, there are some profesup like the setting in that film. in a
sors who seem keen on making sure
world surrounded by morons.
that everyone in their class can slip
Everything at UCF - from the
by with great grades. Who knows
stadium to the welcome center what the reason for this is?
already has a Carl's Jr. and BrawndoMaybe it is a desire for glowing
type sponsorship on it I really don't
teacher evaluations at the end of the
want anything else at this university
semester. Maybe it is pressure from
reminding me of that movie.
department heads who want bragThe worst part about the fact that
it is becoming easier every decade to
ging rights that they have the
smartest students - on paper, that is.
get an A grade is that it temporarily
Whatever it is, something has got
makes all parties feel good, but in the
to change to stop this balloon from
end, it is about the same as cheating
in solitaire. Nobody is getting a leg up getting any bigger.
The swelling that grade inflation
here.
It is corrupting the overall grading causes puts a strain on scholarships
like the Bright Futures program here
system as well Classes should have a
in Florida Paying out for people who
bell curve of grades at the end. The
get a 3.0 GPA in high school is going
majority of people in a given class
to cost a lot more when it becomes
should have a C grade, a little less
ridiculously easy to get a 3.0 GPA
should have Bs and Ds, and even less
Following the comparison with
should have As and Fs.
dollar-based economic inflation,
This, of course, conflicts with the
everyone having swollen grades
people who enjoy sitting in the back
makes all of our undergraduate
of classes and whining about how
degrees worth a little bit less.
hard a teacher is, and how it is a tragIfthe trend keeps going, ifprofesic unfolding of events that they got a
sors and students don't work together
C grade on a test and how they are
to make it once again socially acceptgoing to RateMyProfessors.com and
give that jerk the what-for.
able to have a normal grading system
and be challenged mentally in a classSomewhere along the line a C
room, well, then I might as well crack
grade went from being the average
open a Brawndo and watch the disinto something more akin to being
mal future play out
punched in the sternum.
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MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'What do you think about
the Szepelak case?'

.
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LENA MANEK

NYLE ANDERSON

NICK GRANDA

Interdisciplinary studies, senior

Business administration, senior

legal studies, senior

"If it's a really close family
death then Ithink [UCF]
should take that into account
and allow the student to withdraw from the class."

Greeks duke it out in
dodgeball tournament
Damn DU. You guys have been on your
A game and have been throwing some
great events. Keep up the good work.

"I think it's wrong because it's
not something you can control."

MEGAN GALLANT

JESSICA FREDERICK

MCKENZIE CLOAK

MicroBiology, freshmen

Nursing, freshmen

Broadcasting, sophomore

"It's wrong because it's a tragic
event, and everyone should
have a right to be with their
family in a time of need."

-NOWAKEZONE

"I think that is extremely
insensitive."

"Idon't think that is fair
because Iwould expect them
to understand my situation as
best as they could."

"I think that they should let the
student withdraw because I
know being an out-of-state student, it would be really hard to
lose family and not be allowed
to be with my family."

(
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll82S High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

••

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fu.x,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue .

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
BusinessOpportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
A
375 For Sale: Pets

First issue:
Each addl issue:

400
500
600
700
800
900

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

100
,

•
..

•
,,
•

BARTENDERS WANTED.
No Expenerre
~TraiTgProviild.
kJe 18 + OK OOHi65-6520 x 1CJ7.

~

MON FREE W/YR LEASE! GaEd
Avakln Park 3,,2,5 ilWrhluse.
$500tron uti1 re.Cal Tori 5617CXH231

Ean Extra 11/oney. Sb.xlert,
needed/lSAfJ. Ean ~b $100
perdaybei"g a 11,fystay Stxwer.
No Experierre Reqied.
Cal 1-8:X>-7224791

PERFECT ROJM FOR RENT t:ir
$595! n am. Ten rrtues from
LCF ard SCX:: i7 Oi.Ero. Cal
407-879-2431.

Rooms for rent i7 414 bedoorn
home. $475+ per room U1i. &

Big Bail Worl<I Corrp.JbarSderre,
Math, & Engi1eerrg Mps Wa-ied.

AIRLINES ARE HIRING -Trcti for
hgi ~A-.mx1 Mai1El.roe
Caeer. F A A ~ pugan.
Fi1crm 00 ~ q.aified - H:Jusi-g
aval.tt!. CAl.l.Aviml hs1iti.ie
of ~ (888)34%387.
Selling Something? Wrth our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an oo call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/dassffieds

MOBILE HOME

E. Colona(, age lot, 2 & 3 lxmls
$680 o.b.o. 407-760-0768

••

Seeking FEMALE roomrna1e in
newly renovaled 2/1 house. 10
mins 1D ucl, close 1D 408.
$3SOtno + 1,2 utilities.
moshepheid@grraloom

Vc1Xi1e.Hei¥th g.aantee !n:l
mwets12@gnai.-

pcp35. $450.

am

Room for rent In qliet Oliedo
I ieigl ibolhood. Located directly

2 Bd/25 BaTOMfume 'Mth
atta:m:l ~ t:ir $600tnonth.
ftar:1SS tre s1reet from LCF.

hxmerestrxfuls~ rv'>cM:lil
Special 'Mth menoon ritiis a:t.
Cal 407-324-7773

across from sec aid 4 ni. from
Brighthouse Arena UCF
entrance. $60Mno. util Incl.
11x10 nn in personal home.
Must be clean, no pets. Please
con1act Jeff at

Gl'l9'ICNaslel8a@holmailoom

fl

SUBLEASE

Mae rooornate wined fa' 414 i1
Alafaya Ck.b. $550m:n $)
cbv.rnlec Unti~. 5th.
239-287-5828

lmlJ

ROOMMATES

Female roommale for room
avaiale il ~ oorrpex near
LCF i7 4 bed/4 bah 475.tronh.
Avai<de ru.v!!! Cal (96.9) lro7005 or (96.9) 00}3122

BANKRUPTCY LAW
FREE CONSULTATION
www.AcansJameslaw.com
407-679-{3111
415 S. O'lcn:i>A-.e, Wnter Pak
Mirl<Anciew JaTies, Es:!.
DISCOUNTED PET EXAM.SAND
VACCINATIONS.1.Ql)icm
vm-iaoons~.1,Qpx:ed
exans TueNved. Loca1ed betm
Fiog:Ja's i7 Ovierll.
www.DN-kxxiy.re.

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1(0) GROCERY
COUPON UNITED BREAST
CAl'CER RJUNDATION Free
~ ~Qrre-i1b
www.l.i:x::f.i1b FREE TCMt"g, Tax
Ded.dije, ilb.RtmerS
~ (888)468-5964.

Cobnal Ponle L.uxuy Aµs
1 &2 Bed'oorns Free W/D, p:xj,
fitness 03lier, patios.
2300 Econ Ci: 4CJ7-679-rol1

www.workforstudents.com

Trrytein.p Ya1<ies reooy,ve:y
scx::azed,AKC reg.,sh:Jls,va
d1eck, deY,ormed !n:l curent or,

561-s.!6-2021

UCF!NE ORLANDO

Located Near Campus
407-679-1700

W4f1', 030'', 1-146" lblal 1-166.5''
Ca cage, play stand, toys
plus misc. Hems. $2,000.00,
OBO. For moredetils,
serious inql.ires orly please;
call J.J. at 407-619-7769

ensontl90@holmall.com

www.ForRentNearUCF.com

&ReseamPkv,y2bedoorn2
balh. a--e female roorrmalB ITTi
Decenta'. Oriya cµl1EI' nie
from LCF. 24 tn.r gym, p:xj &
gcrne room $615 a monthwaler, ~ & gas mu::led!

••

Ya'd lrd. lrrlvwal L.easesOR
$1625 t:ir home. 2 rriles 10 LCF.
rvtnh b month avail.
407-700-0768 Ens:Jnooo@rdmal
www.ForRentNeaJUCF.com

CHULUOTALAKEFRONT f-OME
2~2-<3'~'Mth
l'.akslqJ
$600tnonth + depost
407-335{l648

MOVE IN TODAY!
"Th3 EdJe" bca!ed or, AJalaya

•'

3 Min t.ike b LCF 3Bdl1 .5Ba
IMMACULATE! New: Roof,
ACA-ieat, ~ Fkxxrg,
Part .. Borre.ie$115,CXXJ
Hl.lly, $8,CXXJ IRS ae:it erds
roor,l 4007-432-1351
rrhmron:ls@behlu1h.net

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
Corrp!te5-0ay~

from $189. A l ~ i1c:ltre
~ atise !n:l tuel.
www.8a'1amaSul.com
~-5018

I

1 Stop Florida Excitement

•

Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation
call center with aprimary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and international travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown Altamonte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth.

"

B

A
B
B
B
B

407-834-8971
417 CenterPointe Cir Ste# 1711 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

www.peabodyvacations.com

LIie new 2006 Yanini VZFR6S. Only 2700 niles. DD
exhaust pipe, r.tctie1n PIiot
PcMler' 2 Compoc.n:I tires, 000cc,
4 cylinders, 46lroke, safety

i-..- --·-··

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Thumper's buddy
6 La Scala
production
11 Cap
seen on a
brae
14 Render
weaponless
15 Ad target

16 "If you ask me," in
chat room
shorthand
17 Non-speaking
line?
20" at 'em!"
21 Spill the beans
22 Non-speaking
line?
26 Word after pig or

'=----1

2

3

14

'Z7

1,,,---1--1--

40

pony

27 State of rest
28 Little women
31 Aurora's Greek
counterpart
32 Romantic
hopeful
34 Non-speaking
line?
40 Vltal anatomical
passage
41 George
Gershwin's
brother
43 Blankety-blank
type
46 Jaime Sommers,
TV's" Woman"
49 Toe Phantom of
the Opera
50 Non-speaking
line?
53 Magnetic
inductivity units
56 Soda size
57 Apt adage for
this puzzle
62 Summer drink
63 Too trusting
64 Prefix with
surgery
65 Smidgen
66 "Li'rguy
67 Bygone
anesthetic
DOWN
1 Mooch, as a
ride
2 "_ queslions?"
3 Start to practice?
4 Under-the-sink
brand
5 Gets moving

53
51

62

••
By Xan Vongsathom

6 President with a
Grammy
7 Not as diluted
8 Look over
9 Remaining part
1o .17 square miles,
for Vatican City
11 Anack la Don
Quixote
12 2001 French film
starring Audrey
Tau1ou
13 Cover girls, e.g.
18 Hook's right
hand
19 Worn things
22 Fury
23 Catcall
24 Lhasa_:
Tibetan dog
25 Like much Thai
cuisine
29 Greek "H"
30 High point
32 Anach, as a
palch
33 Country where
Haagen-Dazs
H.Q. is
35 Continue to
irritate
36 Accomplished
37 Some coll.
students

a

For Sale - l:rgcgelnent Rrg, 1.Q
Caat14KTwtitegliddaie
li"g, cast 6 J)Org, Clarity VS-1,
Coor I, CUtGood. Gr.rlJale
Gemobjst~ (GIA).
$1,700.00. 1..oca,Ca,11 or Morey
Qder, 407.971.7440

11/5/09
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Last issue solved
38 Diamond source
39 Celtic land
42 Behave
43 Goes after
44 Tater Tots maker
45 Like theaters
46 Five-time
Wimbledon
champ
47 "Later, bro"
48 Brunch staple
51 Source of edible
oil

52 Crime planner
54 "Happy tune"
whistler of
Broadway
55 Picketer's
bane
58 "lch bin_
Berliner!"
59 "How could I
miss that?!"
60 Before, before
61 Negative
conjunction

Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Walk in:
11825 High Tech Ave.
Suite # 100

Orlando, FL 32817

•'

© Puzzles by Pappocom

-1--

f-- -

n

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

$19
$]3

CLASSIFIEDS

wired. $5900. 407-al2-5752

Log on:

$6

7 4 ·- -6 9
suldolku
3
1 ··r--- Fill in the grid so
5 -·--- ·---·- t-----···
that every row,
9
2 4
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
1 through 9 with no
8
repeats.
8
6
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
3
6
puzzle:
9 3
5 Thursday
Hard/eve/
. --·····-·7
5
8
9 2
14 a:I I

••

call in:
407-447-4555

Rate(

Rate B
$]3
$9

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

2n3 Jayoo EAGLE 29 RLTS 5Th
Ykeel RV, 33 feet, 6 pE!fl:US, fa5I
sale cisis ~ $4500, CXJrdctt
a93nu:2@gnai.com I
9412575583

Ergs, 0..til<Jp..wesbrsale
$400M<.C,Al Sro1s Lp To Date
Cont:d For l\,lore lnb Via 8nai p.b.mer101 @yaroo.com or cal
(321)004-4025

Rate A
$9

-··-·-· ·-

MOVE-IN SPECIAL 1ST

sm a day fX,(erltial.

PTflAR;iedReseardiAs!ooates.
Plea-se emai d::J)bs@aa.com

•

Services
Announcements
Travel'
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

- - -·-·--

...

•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

.m www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Nov. 5, 2009 • (eutnl :,Jloriba :future
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FULL SAIL

~

UNIVERSITY.

,,
•

r

d

University for

Creative Minds™

••
•

..

•

•
"'•

O. Online Degrees

~ Campus Degrees

BachlllGt"s .
Compuw Anmtalion
Digital Ans & Design
Enterlainment Business
Alm
GameArt
Game Development
Music Business
Rec«dingArts
ShowPmduction
WebDesign&
OeYelOJ)lnent

~-

Graphic Design

Bachelol'""s

Mas18r's

Computer Animation
Entertainment Business
Game Art
Game Design

Education Media Design
&Technology
Entertainment Business
Entertainment Business:

Graphic Design
Internet Marketing
Music Business
Web Design
& Development

with a Spotts Management
Elective Trade

Internet Marketing
Media Design

fullsail.edu/CreativeMinds
407.679.6333 • 3300 University Boulevard • Winter Park, FL 32792

financial 1id 1vail1blt- totboie who qualrfy • C11'8er development aui"ance

• Actredited University, ACCSC • ¢>2009 Full Sail, Inc.
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